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[1] Real‐time kinematic (RTK) GPS techniques have been extensively developed for
applications including surveying, structural monitoring, and machine automation.
Limitations of the existing RTK techniques that hinder their applications for geodynamics
purposes are twofold: (1) the achievable RTK accuracy is on the level of a few centimeters
and the uncertainty of vertical component is 1.5–2 times worse than those of horizontal
components and (2) the RTK position uncertainty grows in proportional to the base‐to‐
rover distances. The key limiting factor behind the problems is the significant effect of
residual tropospheric errors on the positioning solutions, especially on the highly
correlated height component. This paper develops the geometry‐specified troposphere
decorrelation strategy to achieve the subcentimeter kinematic positioning accuracy in all
three components. The key is to set up a relative zenith tropospheric delay (RZTD)
parameter to absorb the residual tropospheric effects and to solve the established model as
an ill‐posed problem using the regularization method. In order to compute a reasonable
regularization parameter to obtain an optimal regularized solution, the covariance matrix of
positional parameters estimated without the RZTD parameter, which is characterized
by observation geometry, is used to replace the quadratic matrix of their “true” values. As
a result, the regularization parameter is adaptively computed with variation of observation
geometry. The experiment results show that new method can efficiently alleviate the
model’s ill condition and stabilize the solution from a single data epoch. Compared to the
results from the conventional least squares method, the new method can improve the long‐
range RTK solution precision from several centimeters to the subcentimeter in all
components. More significantly, the precision of the height component is even higher.
Several geosciences applications that require subcentimeter real‐time solutions can largely
benefit from the proposed approach, such as monitoring of earthquakes and large dams
in real‐time, high‐precision GPS leveling and refinement of the vertical datum. In addition,
the high‐resolution RZTD solutions can contribute to effective recovery of tropospheric
slant path delays in order to establish a 4‐D troposphere tomography.
Citation: Li, B., Y. Feng, Y. Shen, and C. Wang (2010), Geometry‐specified troposphere decorrelation for subcentimeter real‐
time kinematic solutions over long baselines, J. Geophys. Res., 115, B11404, doi:10.1029/2010JB007549.
1. Introduction
[2] Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) real‐time
kinematic (RTK) precise positioning technique has being
extensively developed over the past two decades and widely
used in the areas, such as geodesy, engineering and machine
automation. The RTK solutions are determined without the
need of user dynamic knowledge, thus being preferable in
some geosciences applications [Genrich and Bock, 1992;
Bock et al., 2004; Hofmann‐Wellenhof and Moritz, 2006;
Shi et al., 2010]. For instance, the high‐rate GPS data can
capture the rapid coseismic ground displacements over a
range of frequencies and amplitudes that are in some sense
wider than the seismic sensors can do. Bock et al. [2004]
demonstrated its capability of detecting arbitrarily large
dynamic ground motions and sensing seismic surface waves
from several hundreds or even thousands of kilometers
away. Shi et al. [2010] has successfully estimated the seis-
mic displacement of the Mw8.0 Wenchuan earthquake from
high‐rate GPS observations. Other examples include the use
of GPS RTK solutions for leveling and determination of
local geoid surface model [Hofmann‐Wellenhof and Moritz,
2006]. The limitations of the existing RTK techniques that
hinder their applications in geosciences are twofold: (1) the
achievable RTK accuracy remains in the level of a few
centimeters and the uncertainty of the vertical component is
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1.5–2 times worse than those of the horizontal components;
(2) the RTK position uncertainty grows in proportional to
the base‐to‐rover distances [Grejner‐Brzezinska et al.,
2005].
[3] The ionosphere and troposphere are considered as two
key dominating error sources limiting the capability of
carrier phase ambiguity resolution (AR) and the positional
precision and accuracy [Zhang and Lachapelle, 2001; Hu
et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Leick, 2004; Wielgosz et al.,
2005; Schüler, 2006; Ahn et al., 2008]. If the ambiguities
are successfully fixed, the ionospheric influence on the position
solutions can be basically eliminated using the ionosphere‐
free combination of dual‐frequency GNSS signals. However,
the tropospheric delay can never be reduced using additional
frequencies [Zhang and Lachapelle, 2001; Leick, 2004; Li
et al., 2010]. The effects of tropospheric errors on position
solutions depends on the base‐to‐rover distances, usually a
few centimeters for the distances of a few tens of kilometers.
With the future generation GNSS systems, the multiple
frequency GNSS signals will be available for civilian use.
The phase integer ambiguities on all carriers can be resolved
reliably over the distances of hundreds of kilometers [Li et al.,
2010], and the tropospheric effects on position states can
grow up to a few decimeters [Li et al., 2010; Feng and Li,
2010]. Provided that the precise GNSS orbits are used
instead of broadcast orbits, the troposphere would be the
remaining dominating factor.
[4] A number of processing strategies have been used in
dealing with tropospheric effects. The simplest strategy is to
ignore the residual tropospheric errors over the short base-
lines where the tropospheric errors in two receivers are
hypothetically correlated so that their effects can be basi-
cally canceled after the usual double differencing operation.
For instance, in the traditional single‐base RTK, the distance
between a base station and a rover is typically restricted to
20 km or less in order to adequately cancel the residual
atmospheric effects [Dai et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2003]. The
network RTK is an alternative approach to mitigate the tro-
pospheric errors, thus extending the service coverage. The
relative tropospheric delays between multiple reference sta-
tions are used to interpolate the tropospheric errors between
the master reference station and user within the network
coverage [Hu et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2001; Zhang and
Lachapelle, 2001; Kim and Langley, 2008]. Although the
network RTK methods have been widely used in commercial
services, the problem is when the interstation distances
increase, the correlation of tropospheric errors at two stations
decrease, the effects of the remaining tropospheric errors on
the position estimation increases again. Therefore, the current
dual‐frequency based network‐RTK systems restrict their
interstation distances to 50–70 km albeit the distance limi-
tation may be doubled using triple frequency receivers as
shown by Feng and Li [2008]. In addition, the interpolated
corrections for the rover become vulnerable to the localized
anomalous errors under unfavorable atmospheric conditions
[Wielgosz et al., 2005; Kim and Langley, 2008; Ahn et al.,
2008]. The third approach is to set up a tropospheric param-
eter, such as relative zenith tropospheric delay (RZTD), to
absorb the residual tropospheric effects and a filtering tech-
nique is usually employed [Tralli and Lichten, 1990; Dodson
et al., 1996; Zhang and Lachapelle, 2001]. This method can
overcome the distance limitations. Instead, it works well over
longer baselines, either in single‐base or network‐RTK
situations.
[5] However, once the RZTD parameter is introduced
along with coordinates, the model is seriously ill‐condi-
tioned due to its strong correlation with the height parameter
as recognized by Dodson et al. [1996]. Thus, it cannot be
precisely solved without enough observation accumulation.
In general, the residual tropospheric delays are assumed of
first‐order Gauss‐Markov random walk process, and a fil-
tering technique, such as Kalman filtering, is often used. In a
static scenario, the results from Tralli and Lichten [1990]
suggest that a few minutes of GPS observations have the
sufficient strength to resolve centimeter‐level zenith delay
fluctuations. In long‐range RTK, Kim and Langley [2008]
also use Kalman filtering to estimate the coordinates along
with the filtered RZTD, where a forgetting factor is applied
to weight the RZTD estimate at current epoch and the pre-
viously filtered estimates. However, the forgetting factor is
governed by both temporal and spatial correlations, and then
it is, to a great extent, empirically given. Furthermore, the
filtered RZTD solutions cannot effectively reflect the real‐
time variation of troposphere environment. This is especially
the case when user receivers experience complex atmospheric
conditions or highly mobile environment. Therefore, an
ideal approach is to precisely estimate all parameters inde-
pendently in such ill‐posed model epoch by epoch. The
problem is how to mitigate the ill condition and to stabilize
the epochwise solution. Ahn et al. [2008] combined RZTD
and height together to estimate, and then their correlation
coefficient was searched to separate RZTD and height. How-
ever, this method essentially specifies the correlation only
between the RZTD and the height, and the correlations
between the RZTD and the horizontal components are not
adequately taken into account although they are relatively
smaller.
[6] In an ill‐posed problem, a small error in the obser-
vation will cause large error in the least squares (LS) esti-
mate. In this study, we use regularization method to solve
for the stable solution epoch by epoch without any depen-
dency between epochs. Thus the solution can characterize
the real‐time variation of RZTD, and subcentimeter posi-
tional precision is obtained. The key is to compute a rea-
sonable regularization parameter and then get an optimal
regularized solution where the “true” values of parameters
are involved but in fact impossibly known. In this study, we
use the covariance matrix of position parameters from LS
estimation without RZTD, which is specified by observation
geometry, as a substitute of the quadratic matrix of “true”
values. As a result, the regularization parameter is adap-
tively computed with variation of observation geometry, and
the correlation between RZTD and height is effectively
reduced.
[7] The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
begins with a brief review on the AR in RTK techniques.
Then the mathematical model of ionosphere‐free observation
with RZTD and its LS solutions with and without RZTD are
presented. In section 3, the regularization is introduced to
compute stable solution in the ill‐posed problem. The theory
of regularization parameter determination is claimed using
the covariance matrix of position parameters from LS esti-
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mation without RZTD to replace the quadratic matrix of
“true” values. Experimental results are presented in section 4
to demonstrate the performance of proposed method.
Finally, we conclude the research findings and present the
remarks.
2. Mathematical Model of Ionosphere‐Free
Combination With RZTD and LS Solutions
[8] We first give a brief review on the AR in current RTK
techniques, and then proceed with the mathematical model
of ionosphere‐free combination based on the equivalent
theory along with a RZTD. In addition, the LS solutions
both with and without RZTD are given.
2.1. Real‐Time Ambiguity Resolution in RTK
Techniques
[9] So far, there are three representative RTK techniques,
traditional (or standard) single‐base RTK, network RTK and
long‐range (single‐base) RTK, which correspond to three
typical real‐time AR strategies:
[10] 1. In traditional single‐base RTK, the base‐to‐rover
distance is generally restricted to no longer than 20 km such
that the systematic errors remaining in the double
differenced (DD) phase measurements are ignorable with
respect to their wavelengths. Therefore the so‐called on‐the‐
fly techniques can be used to reliably fix the ambiguities in
real time or near real time [see, e.g., Frei and Beutler, 1990;
Hatch, 1990; Teunissen, 1995; Li and Shen, 2010].
[11] 2. The network RTK approach has been widely
adopted for commercial services in the past decade, which
can increase the reliability of a RTK system and extend its
service area a few times. In this approach, the real‐time AR
over interstation baselines is the prerequisite to generate the
network corrections for the users. Since the coordinates of
reference stations are precisely known, the network AR is
essentially the static AR in medium‐distance baselines. The
ionosphere‐free model is always used and only ambiguities
and a RZTD are unknown. The Kalman filtering procedure
is used to reliably fix the ambiguities if their float solutions are
sufficient close to integers after a few minutes filtering pro-
cessing [Chen et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2003; Dai et al., 2003].
[12] 3. The long‐range (single‐base) RTK technique has
attracted considerable research attentions. Since the position
parameters are varying epoch by epoch and the atmospheric
errors vary in more dramatic and complex behavior, the
underlying AR model is often weak. Thus it usually needs to
accumulate many observation epochs to estimate the precise
float ambiguities and then fix them to integers. To enhance
the strength of AR model and also make the filtered RZTD
consistent with the real‐world situation, a forgetting factor is
applied to down weight the RZTD estimates at the previous
epoch as suggested by Kim and Langley [2008]. Although
the filtered RZTD is actually the smoothed RZTD over
multiple data epochs, it is sufficiently precise to recover the
integer ambiguities if its uncertainty is far smaller than
0.5 cycles.
[13] In near future, the multiple frequency GNSS signals
will be accessible and the ambiguities can be reliably solved
in several minutes without distance constraint [Li et al.,
2010], which means that the AR is not a key barrier for long‐
range RTK anymore.
[14] Admittedly, AR is important for RTK positioning,
but it is just an intermediate step to obtain the precise
observations and then the precise position solutions. While
most users seem to passively accept centimeter‐level posi-
tioning accuracy as RTK system directly gives, little
research attention has been paid to further improve the
RTK precision after the ambiguity‐fixed observations are
obtained. In fact, this issue is not easier than AR itself for
two reasons:
[15] 1. As far as integer estimation of AR is concerned,
the ambiguities can be reliably fixed to their integers as long
as the residual systematic errors are adequately mitigated. In
other words, AR can tolerate a certain level of the systematic
errors in the DD measurements. However, the remaining
DD systematic errors will still affect the position solutions.
The smaller the residual systematic errors, the more precise
the RTK solutions.
[16] 2. For AR purpose, due to the constant nature of
the ambiguities, measurements from multiple epochs can
often be used to reliably determine the integers. The suc-
cessful AR depends actually on the smoothed (or aver-
aged) float ambiguities rather than float ambiguities from
each epoch. The RTK position is however usually esti-
mated with measurements of a single epoch without any
assumption of user dynamics. This is the beauty of real‐time
kinematic positioning.
[17] It is generally noted that the centimeter RTK precision
is achievable if the ambiguities are correctly fixed. This paper
is motivated to further improve the long‐range RTK precision
after the DD phase ambiguities are correctly fixed. Therefore
we focus our research concentration on the improved position
estimation with the ambiguity‐fixed observations.
2.2. DD Observation Equations With RZTD
[18] We start with the dual‐frequency ambiguity‐fixed
DD GPS observation equations
F1 ¼ þ T  I1 þ "F1
F2 ¼ þ T  f 21

f 22  I1 þ "F2
P1 ¼ þ T þ I1 þ "P1
P2 ¼ þ T þ f 21

2
2  I1 þ "P2
8><
>: ð1Þ
where the subscripts “1” and “2” represent the terms asso-
ciated with L1 and L2 carriers; F and P are DD phase and
code observations, respectively; r is the actual DD satellite‐
to‐receiver distance; I1 is the DD ionospheric delay at L1
frequency; T is the residual DD tropospheric delay corrected
with UNB3 tropospheric standard model [Collins and
Langley, 1997; Kim et al., 2004] along with Niell map-
ping function [Niell, 1996; also see e.g., Leick, 2004]; " is
the random noise of normal distribution with zero mean; and
f1 and f2 are frequency values at L1 and L2 carriers.
[19] The tropospheric delay is composed of hydrostatic
and wet components, of which the hydrostatic delay con-
tributes to more than 90% of the total delay and can be
accurately modeled using the standard model. However, the
wet delay is difficult to remove due to its more complex
spatiotemporal variation [Zhang and Lachapelle, 2001; Tralli
and Lichten, 1990; Leick, 2004]. Thus, the residual delay
is mostly due to the wet component. We express the residual
delay as a function ofRZTD andwetmappingwith assumption
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of azimuthal symmetry [Zhang and Lachapelle, 2001; Hu
et al., 2003; Dai et al., 2003],
T ¼ mq  mpð Þ   ¼ b  ð2Þ
where T is the residual tropospheric delay; t is the RZTD
parameter; mq and mp are Niell’s wet mapping function




1þ ee 1þ gð Þ
sin p þ d
sin p þ e sin p þ gð Þ
ð3Þ
where p is the average elevation angles of the two stations
for satellites p and d, e, g are the coefficients and inter-
polated from tabular data [see, e.g., Leick, 2004].
[20] If there are (m + 1) satellites being simultaneously
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whereF1 = [F11   F1m]T and eF1 = ["F11    "F1m]T are (m × 1)
L1 DD phase observation and their noise vectors, respec-
tively; F2, P1 and P2 as well as eF2, eP1 and eP2 have the
similar structures as F1 and eF1, respectively; A is (m × 3)
coefficient matrix for coordinate corrections x = [x y z]T in
WGS‐84 coordinate system; b is the column coefficient
vector of the RZTD parameter for all DD measurements;
I1 = [I1
1    I1m]T is column vector composed of m DD iono-
spheric delays with respect to L1 frequency; b = f1
2/( f1
2 − f22)
and Em is (m × m) identity matrix. For simplification of
expression, we note that
yDD ¼ FT1 FT2 PT1 PT2
 T ð5aÞ
eDD ¼ eTF1 eTF2 eTP1 eTP2
h iT
ð5bÞ
Considering the following stochastic model of DD observa-
tions for one epoch [Leick, 2004]
SyDD ¼ 2F1 LQDDð Þ ð6aÞ

















; and sP2 ¼
2P2
2F1




2 , and sP2
2 are variance components of
undifferenced observations for different observation types,
respectively. In the following, we use s0
2 = sF1
2 as variance
component of unit weight. QDD is constant cofactor matrix
for one type of DD observations of single epoch. If all
observations are assumed to be independent and have a same
variance, then
QDD ¼ 2 emeTm þ Em
  ð7Þ
where em is an m column vector with all elements being one.
In this study, an elevation‐dependent weighting function is
specified for determining variance of original observations
[Gendt et al., 2003]




sin ð Þ   30

ð8Þ
In this case, the DD cofactor matrix can be rigorously
derived according to the law of error propagation. In addi-
tion, a cross correlation between different observation types
should be specified if it is significant and the reasonable
weight matrix is desirable [Li et al., 2008]. For instance, if
the cross correlation between L1 and L2 phases is involved

















2.3. Ionosphere‐Free Model Based on Equivalence
Theory
[21] The ionospheric delay, traditionally one of the key
limiting factors for precise positioning, can be basically
eliminated by forming the ionosphere‐free combination.
According to the equivalent theory [Schaffrin andGrafarend,
1986; Xu, 2002; Shen and Xu, 2008; Shen et al., 2009], the
nuisance ionospheric delays are eliminated via multiplying
an appropriate transformation matrix left to both sides of
equation (4) without any influence on the remaining
parameter estimation. The ionosphere‐free transformation
matrix (T) is symbolized as
G ¼ T Em ð10aÞ
where
T ¼
  0 0
0 

  ð Þ    ð Þ 0





with b = f1
2/( f1
2 − f22) and g = −f22/( f12 − f22). After left
multiplying equation (4) by G, it yields the ionosphere‐free
error equations as




with yIF =GyDD and "IF =G"DD. Accordingly, the covariance
matrix for ionosphere‐free observations is derived
SyIF ¼ GSyDDGT ¼ 20 TTT QDD
  ¼ 20QIF ð12Þ
If coordinate corrections are expressed in the topocentric
coordinate system, i.e., x = [n e h]T, it is trivial to right
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multiply the coefficient matrix A by a transformation matrix
[Leick, 2004]
R ¼
 sin8 cos  sin cos8 cos
 sin 8 sin cos cos8 sin





where 8 and l are the nominal latitude and longitude of the
topocentric station.
2.4. LS Solutions With and Without RZTD
[22] The error equations (11) are compactly rewritten as
yIF ¼ Hx þ eIF ð14Þ
where H = [e3 ⊗ A e3 ⊗ b] and x ¼ x
	 

. Its LS solution is
x̂LS ¼ N1x wx ð15Þ
where


















The subscript “LS” denotes the LS solution. The covariance






Since equation (14) is seriously ill‐conditioned, the LS
solution (15) and its corresponding covariance matrix (17)
are rather instable and usually not admissible. In most
cases, the LS solution (15) is even worse than LS solution
from model without RZTD which is given as
x̂LS ¼ N1x wx ð18Þ
where
Nx ¼ eT3 TTT
 1
e3  ATQ1DDA ð19aÞ
wx ¼ ½eT3 TTT
 1ATQ1DD yIF ð19bÞ
The corresponding covariance matrix of estimates is
Sx̂LS ¼ 20N1x ð20Þ
In the LS solution without RZTD, the residual tropospheric
delays are ignored and the positional estimates are biased
although the biases are small. However, ignoring the tro-
pospheric delays can slightly affect the covariance matrix
(20) which is understood well in context of LS adjustment
since the RZTD is very small. Moreover the benefit of this
solution is that the normal matrix (19a) is rather well con-
ditioned. Therefore, the covariance matrix (20) is still a
reasonable measure for its LS estimates (18).
3. Regularization‐Based Troposphere
Decorrelation
[23] The issue is to solve the ill‐posed problem (14) to
obtain reliable RTK position estimation. We employ regu-
larization method proposed by Tikhonov [1963], which has
been frequently used for solving inverse ill‐posed problems
in different fields, referring to Xu [1992] and Xu and
Rummel [1994] for gravitational field inverse and Shen
and Li [2007], Ou and Wang [2004], and Li and Shen
[2008] regarding fast GPS ambiguity resolution.
3.1. Regularized Solution
[24] In ill‐posed model (14), a small error in the obser-
vation yIF will cause large error in the LS solution x̂LS,
according to the spectrum expression of solution equation
(15) [see e.g., Xu, 1992; Shen and Li, 2007] (also refer to
the results in section 4). The regularization is to stabilize the
solution of an ill‐posed model based on the criterion
Hx̂R  yIF
 T
Q1IF Hx̂R  yIF
 
þ 	x̂TRSx̂R ¼ min ð21Þ
where the subscript “R” denotes a regularized solution. The
positive constant a and positive (semi)definite matrix S are
regularization parameter and regularization matrix, respec-
tively, and both are important in the regularization. The ill
condition of equation (14) is attributed to a strong correla-
tion between RZTD and height. Hence we choose regular-
ization matrix





and the regularized solution under the cost function (21) are
derived as
x̂R ¼ N1R wx ð23Þ
where NR = Nx + aS. The covariance matrix is derived








The regularized solution (23) is more stable than the LS
solution (17). However, as a trade‐off, a bias is introduced
in the regularized solution which can be computed as
rx̂ ¼ E x̂R  x
 
¼ 	N1R Sx ð25Þ





value of parameter vector but in fact impossibly known. The
mean square error (MSE) is used to evaluate the regularized
solution including its bias effect,
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It is noticed that the regularization criterion (21) appears
similar to or same as the Bayesian principle which was
applied in the adaptive Kalman filter [Yang et al., 2001] and
the adaptive collocation [Yang et al., 2009]. However, they
are essentially different. In the Bayesian principle, S is the
inverse of the prior covariance matrix of parameter and a is
called adaptive factor used to balance the contributions of
the observations and the prior information of parameter to
the final estimate. More importantly the Bayesian estimate is
unbiased because the adaptive factor is solved based on the
variance component estimation theory. More information on
the differences between regularization and Bayesian esti-
mation is referred to Xu et al. [2007].
3.2. Geometry‐Specified Regularization Parameter
Determination
[25] It is observed from equation (23) that the regulari-
zation parameter is a prerequisite for computing the regu-
larized solution. The optimal regularized solution can be
obtained by finding the MSE minimum, which is equivalent
to minimizing the trace of MSE matrix MR [Xu, 1992;
Teunissen, 2008; Shen and Li, 2007]. Therefore, the regu-
larization parameter is computed based on the criterion that
	 ¼ argmin
	>0
trace MRð Þ ð27Þ
For more information on numerical computation of (27),
one can refer to Xu [1992]. In fact, there are different criteria
to compute the regularization parameter for the different
purposes. The MSE minimization criterion is chosen because
we concern the high‐quality solution much more. From the
frequentist point of view, the regularization parameter is
employed to efficiently mitigate the effects of the high‐
frequency noises on the solution while almost not to
decrease the contributions of the low‐frequency signals to the
solution [Xu, 1992; Xu and Rummel, 1994]. Once the regu-
larization parameter a is determined, the more stable regu-
larized solution with respect to LS solution is trivially
computed by substituting it into equation (23). However, it
is noticed from equation (26) that both variance component
s0
2 and true values of unknowns 
 are involved in computing
a. Thus, the reasonable variance component and true values
of unknown should be first determined.
[26] The variance component s0
2 is crucial to determine a,
because a is sensitive to the variation of s0
2. From theoret-
ical point of view, a is used to essentially balance the
contributions of observation and regularized bias in the
regularized solution. If s0
2 is large, a will be generally larger
as well, whichwill definitely lead to a larger bias. Conversely,
if s0
2 is small, a will be also smaller, which means that ill
condition cannot be efficiently controlled and the regularized
solution remains unstable. Fortunately, in our technique, s0
2 is
not involved to compute a; see the following for details.
Hence, the most important factor is how to determine a
reasonable substitute for the true values of unknowns.
[27] Normally, the true values x of unknowns can be
replaced by their LS estimates (15). The problem is that the
LS solution (15) as well as its covariance matrix (17) are
instable themselves in such ill‐posed model, which is exactly
why the regularization is used. Alternatively, one can con-
servatively initialize a small regularization parameter a to
compute regularized solution. This solution is then used to
replace x, from which a better a is computed. Using this
computed a, a better regularized solution can be estimated to
replace x. Continuing the iteration process would lead to the
optimal regularized solution. However, in GPS real‐world
observation scenarios, the degree of the ill condition status
of model (14) varies in the different observation periods and
different observation geometry. Furthermore, iterative com-
putation may increase the computation burden to an unbear-
able level for RTK applications.
[28] As mentioned in section 2.4, the LS solution without
RZTD (18) is stable and generally better than that from (15)
although it is slightly biased. Hence it is reasonable to
replace the true value x using x̂LS. Analogously, we con-
clude from equation (26) that a larger x deduces a smaller
regularization parameter a and vice versa. This also applies
to x̂LS as it is used to replace x. In this case, iterative approach
Figure 1. The residual DD tropospheric delays.
Figure 2. Condition numbers of normal matrices from reg-
ularization and LS with RZTD.
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is often used to compute x̂LS in order to reduce its value
which results x̂LS being very close to zero. If we simply
substitute it into equation (27) to compute a, a very large a
will definitely be obtained. This significantly reduces the
contribution of observations and the result is largely
smoothed that it does not reflect the real‐world situation
properly. We notice that the covariance matrix (20) is a still
reasonable measure for x̂LS as mentioned above. Hence, we
propose to replace the quadratic matrix xxT in equation (26)

















MR ¼ 20 N1R NxN1R þ 	2N1R QxN1R
  ¼ 20QR ð29Þ
and the criterion (27) for a determination becomes
	 ¼ argmin
	>0
trace QRð Þ ð30Þ
For this proposed technique, variance component is free of
involvement in the a computation. It is emphasized that
covariance matrix Sx̂LS of position parameters from LS
estimation without RZTD is essentially specified by the
observation geometry. Therefore, the regularization param-
eter can be adaptively computed to specify the observation
geometry variation. Once a reasonable a is achieved, the
correlation between RZTD and height can be efficiently
reduced.
Figure 3. Correlation coefficients between all parameters of each other for (top) LS and (bottom) reg-
ularization.
Figure 4. The computed regularization parameters.
Table 1. Mean Correlation Coefficients Between Any Two Para-
meters With Each Other for LS and Regularization (RG)
n‐e n‐h n‐t e‐h e‐t h‐t
LS 0.046 0.030 −0.066 −0.134 0.183 −0.940
RG 0.036 0.005 −0.049 −0.057 0.152 −0.474
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3.3. Analysis of Regularization Bias
[29] In practice, it is desirable that the regularized bias as
small as possible besides the stable regularized solution. In
order to numerically compute the regularized bias, we use
the regularized solution x̂R instead of the true values x in
equation (25),
rx̂R ¼ 	N1R Sx̂R ð31Þ
Here the subscript “R” denotes the computed regularized
bias using the regularized solution. The bias of the com-
puted bias based on the regularized solution is derived as
Dx̂R ¼ E rx̂R rxÞ ¼ 	2N1R SN1R Sx

ð32Þ
Obviously, it is a small value of second‐order relative to the
bias (25) itself. Thus, it is reasonable to evaluate the regu-
larized bias using equation (31) based on the regularized
solution.
4. Experiments and Analysis
[30] The dual‐frequency GPS data were collected with
sampling interval of 1 s in two CORS stations spacing
93.6 km in Guangzhou of China. There are a total of 20000
epochs collected with elevation mask set to 10°. The co-
ordinates of two CORS stations are precisely known as the
reference values for experiment comparison.
[31] First, we use our own research type Network RTK
software to fix L1 and L2 DD ambiguities where the UNB3
standard tropospheric model is applied. The residual DD
tropospheric delays are estimated using ambiguity‐fixed
ionosphere‐free combinations with known coordinates, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Each color denotes one pair of DD
satellites. The residual tropospheric delays are significant, in
particular for lower elevation observations. Thus, they must
be carefully mitigated to obtain precise positioning.
[32] Condition number is a good measure for ill condition
of a matrix. As Figure 2 shows, the mean magnitude of
condition numbers of normal matrices (16a) is 102.8, which
proves the ill condition of model (14). Figure 3 presents the
correlation coefficients between all parameters of each
other. The strong correlation between height and RZTD is
indeed existent with mean coefficient up to −0.94.
[33] In order to obtain a stable solution in such an ill‐
posed model, we use regularization method and compute
regularization parameters according to equation (30). The
results are shown in Figure 4. They show significant var-
iations, indicating that if iterative regularization computation
is used as described in section 3.2, the initial regularization
parameter is difficult to choose. Referring to Figures 2 and
3, the condition number and correlation coefficients are
efficiently reduced after regularization (also see Table 1).
The means of condition numbers and correlation coefficients
between height and RZTD are reduced from 102.8 to 100.9,
and from −0.94 to −0.474, respectively. Thus it demon-
strates that the regularization can efficiently mitigate the ill
condition of model (14).
[34] Despite the large variation of regularization para-
meters over the whole observation period, the variations
over short periods are very smooth. This is mainly due to the
smooth variation of observed geometry over these short
periods (see, e.g., Figure 5 of GDOP series). In general, a
jump of regularization parameters is corresponding to the
sudden change of GDOP values, and regularization parameter
becomes larger with the increasing GDOP values, although at
different rates. It means that a large regularization parameter
is computed to efficiently mitigate the serious ill condition
of model (14) which corresponds to large GDOP. Thus, the
proposed method for regularization parameter determination
Figure 5. GDOP series in observation period.
Figure 6. Differences between LS estimates with RZTD
and their reference coordinates.
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can adaptively specify the observation geometry and then
efficiently improve the characteristics of model (14).
[35] Now, we evaluate the regularized solution. First, the
LS estimates are solved by equation (15), and their differ-
ences relative to the reference coordinates are shown in
Figure 6. The magnitudes of difference series for n, e, and
h components are 10 cm, 6 cm, and 50 cm, respectively. As
stated above, they are generally worse than those from
equation (18) without RZTD due to the ill‐posed normal
matrix (16a) (see, e.g., Figure 7). Thus in the following, we
only compare our regularized solution with LS without
RZTD from equation (18). The coordinate differences with
respective to the reference are illustrated in Figure 7 for the
LS and the regularization methods. It is apparent that the
coordinate differences of the regularization method are
significantly smaller than those of the LS. For horizontal
components, the magnitudes of differences are roughly half
of those in the LS. More promisingly, the regularization
method can reduce the height differences from 12 cm to
smaller than 2 cm, and for most cases smaller than 1 cm.
[36] We compute the statistical results for assessing the
regularized solution. The means and root mean squared errors
(RMS) precision of coordinate differences are presented in
Table 2. Both means and RMSs for three components are
significantly improved, and subcentimeter precisions are
obtained. In particular, the mean of height component is
almost equal to zero and the RMS is reduced from 3.48 cm
to 0.31 cm. Such small mean and highly precise results are
achieved due to the efficient separation of residual tropo-
spheric delays from the coordinates, essentially attributing to
epoch‐by‐epoch estimation of RZTDs which is shown in
Figure 8. The actual RZTDs are previously estimated in
Network RTK program along with ambiguity resolution
based on a Kalman filtering procedure. Observing Figure 8,
the regularized RZTDs are rather consistent with the actual
ones. Importantly, it is well‐known that RZTD from a fil-
tering procedure is a smoothed (roughly averaged) RZTD of
multiple epochs and thus cannot fully describe the instan-
taneous variation of the real RZTD. On the other hand, in
our regularization approach, RZTD is estimated indepen-
dently without filtering over epochs. Therefore it is capable
of achieving the more accurate and highly dynamic RZTD
estimates which provide the high precise height solution.
[37] We further analyze the improvement efficiency of our
regularization for the height component over the different
error intervals of LS solutions. Giving an error interval, we
compute RMSs using all LS height estimates with errors in
this error interval and their corresponding regularized esti-
mates, respectively. Four error intervals of LS height esti-
mates, smaller than 2 cm, from 2 cm to 5 cm, from 5 cm to
8 cm and larger than 8 cm, are used for statistical compar-
ison. The results are shown in Table 3. With the value of
error interval increasing, the LS RMS is increased signifi-
cantly, but the regularization RMS is almost invariant. This
implies that the regularization method can substantially
improve the height solution almost independent of observa-
tion scenario.
[38] As mentioned in section 3.3, a good regularized
solution should also possess a small bias besides a stable
solution. The approximate biases of our regularized esti-
mates are computed by using equation (31) and shown in
Figure 9. In general, biases of the four parameters are in
millimeter level, except for some epochs. Particularly, biases
of the RZTD estimates are always smaller than 4 mm. The
means of all biases are 1.5mm, 0.4mm,−0.2mmand−0.1mm
for n, e, h coordinates and RZTD, respectively. These small
biases are considered to be too small to have any influence
on the regularized solution and thus ignored. Therefore, our
Figure 7. Coordinate differences relative to the reference for (left) the LS without RZTD and (right) the
regularization technique.
Table 2. Mean and RMS of Coordinate Differences for LS and
RG
Mean (cm) RMS (cm)
LS RG LS RG
n −0.69 −0.41 1.47 0.85
e −0.35 −0.20 1.03 0.58
h 2.34 0.04 3.48 0.31
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regularization method is efficient and can indeed improve
the long‐range RTK precision.
5. Conclusion and Remarks
[39] To address the applications of high‐rate kinematic
GPS solutions in geosciences, the issues for subcentimeter
long‐range RTK positioning has been intensively studied in
this paper. A relative ZTD parameter is introduced along
with the coordinate parameters to compensate the residual
tropospheric delays. Importantly these parameters are solved
using the regularization method as an ill‐posed inverse
problem independently from epoch to epoch. The key has
been to compute the regularization parameter, then derive an
optimal regularized solution using the “true” values of
unknown parameters which however are unknown. The
paper uses the covariance matrix of coordinates from LS
without RZTD to replace the quadratic form of “true” values
since it is stable and almost admissible with its LS solution.
As a result, the regularization parameter is adaptively
computed specifying the variation of observation geometry,
and the correlation between RZTD and height is effectively
reduced. It results in the subcentimeter positional precision.
Moreover, millimeter level precision in height has been
obtained.
[40] The experiment results from a 93.6 km baseline have
shown that geometry‐based positioning model with RZTD
is seriously ill‐conditioned mainly due to the strong corre-
lation between height and RZTD with a mean correlation
coefficient of −0.94. Thus the LS estimates are instable and
always worse than those from the model without RZTD. It
has shown that the adaptively computed regularization
parameters based on our geometry‐specified regularization
method can indeed characterize the variation of observation
geometry. Hence the model’s ill condition can be efficiently
and adaptively alleviated, showing that the means of con-
dition numbers of normal equations and correlation coeffi-
Figure 8. Comparison of regularized RZTDs and actual ones.
Table 3. RMSs of LS and RG Height Estimates in Different Error
Intervals
Methods
LS Error Intervals (cm)
<2 2–5 5–8 >8
LS 1.14 3.68 4.66 8.96
RG 0.29 0.29 0.41 0.29
Figure 9. Computed biases of all parameters for all epochs
based on the regularized solution.
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cients between the height and the RZTD are reduced from
102.8 to 100.9 and from −0.94 to −0.474, respectively.
Comparing with the LS solution, the proposed regularization
method can improve the positioning precision to sub-
centimeter. Particularly, for the height component, the RMS
precision is improved from 3.48 cm to 3.1 mm due to the
real‐time precise estimation of RZTD without the use of any
filtering or smoothing strategies.
[41] Referring to the applications of high‐rate GPS ob-
servations cited in section 1, the subcentimeter long‐range
RTK capability may have certain impact in geodesy and
geophysics. Because the precision of the geoid determina-
tion has been improved to the millimeter level with the
development of gravity satellite missions, such as CHAMP,
GRACE as well as the latest GOCE [Hofmann‐Wellenhof
and Moritz, 2006, p.171], the bottleneck of GPS leveling
is the precision of RTK height solution. With the proposed
method, it is possible to obtain the millimeter‐level RTK
height solution in GPS leveling, which is in consistent with
the most advanced geoid precision. In addition, the high‐
resolution precise RZTD estimations from epoch to epoch
may have combined the effects of residual troposphere and
multipath errors. It is therefore possible to understand the
multipath behavior through analysis the high‐resolution
RZTDs against the low‐resolution RZTD time series rou-
tinely obtainable from the International GNSS Services data
analysis centers. Finally, the regularization method can be
trivially applied to the other related GNSS positioning tech-
niques, such as precise point positioning, multiple frequency
GNSS positioning as well as network RTK positioning.
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